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We are a team of industry leaders in the design of Arts,
Culture and Landscape spaces. The design lead is awardwinning UK Architects Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios.
We offer an outstanding combination of international
landscape architects, theatre consultants and hydrologists
along with local architects, engineers and botanists
providing specific detailed knowledge of the regional
Queensland context.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios
UK - Architects
www.fcbstudios.com
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios is an
Architectural Practice registered in the UK.
We are very proud of our reputation for
delivering projects of real design quality
which develop from meaningful collaboration
with our clients. We enjoy creating bold
and imaginative solutions to complex and
demanding briefs and work hard to build
long-term relationships with our clients such
as the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, which is
based on trust and shared aspirations.
Our approach to environmental architecture
has been recognised by the UK’s most
prestigious award of The Stirling Prize and
The Queen’s Award for Sustainability.
Feilden Clegg Bradely Studios are currently
leading one of the most significant arts and
cultural projects in the world at Southbank
Centre in London working with Martha
Schwartz Partnership, ARUP UK and
Charcoal Blue.
Martha Schwartz Partnership
UK - Landscape Architects
www.marthaschwartz.com
MSP are Landscape Architects registered in
the UK, USA & Australia.
Situated at the intersection of landscape,
art and urbanism, MSP is committed to the
design of urban landscapes and the public
realm as the foundation for sustainable
cities that are healthy across all aspects and
sectors of urban life.
For over ten years, MSP have worked
to create a strong sense of place within
the public realm to engender a sense of
particularity and distinctiveness. A city’s
major civic space expresses the cultural
barometer by which a community measures

itself and is measured by the world. MSP
believe the ability for public realm to deliver
the right forum for cultural life is critically
important in the Gold Coast precinct. A
vibrant cultural life in turn leads to improved
commercial activity, economic success and
high quality of life.

Our combined team has the skills capability and strength
of talent to deliver high quality, award winning and
internationally recognised built projects.
We have an even coverage of international and local
professional representation to ensure that the project can
be delivered in a sustainable process incorporating local
business & industry

Charcoal Blue & Peter Wilson
UK - Performing Arts and Visual Arts
Specialist Consultants
www.charcoalblue.co.uk
Charcoalblue is widely regarded as the most
exciting and innovative theatre consultancy
in the UK.
Charcoalblue’s unique collaborative
approach and relentless attention to detail
has won awards, ecstatic reviews from the
theatrical and architectural press and, most
importantly, praise from theatre performers,
technicians and audiences.
Charcoalblue provides detailed design
guidance on all aspects of theatre,
performance and arts projects including
theatre auditorium, the technical fitting out of
a stage-house and all aspects of its public,
technical and service areas.

Creating the right cultural infrastructure
through landscaping and well-defined
architecture is only part of the story. The
sense of place will derive very powerfully
from detailed local knowledge and
collaboration with our local partners.

Peter Wilson
Peter Wilson is an expert providing advice
and support on cultural projects throughout
the museum, visual arts and performing arts
sectors. Charcoalblue delivered the Royal
Shakespeare Company’s transformation
project in Stratford-Upon-Avon with Peter.

ARUP LONDON & BRISBANE
UK & AUS - Multidisciplinary Engineers
www.arup.com

Peter has also been instrumental in
delivering the Tate’s gallery projects in
London over the last twenty years; before
turning his attention to performing arts.

ARUP are international Multidisciplinary
Engineers registered in the UK & Australia
and have a broad range of skill and
experience in large cultural projects.

Atelier Dreiseitl
Germany - Urban Hydrology Consultant
www.dreiseitl.de

For over 50 years Arup has worked with the
most admired and well-respected architects
and clients on art and culture projects.
ARUP have an excellent reputation
for surpassing the expectations of all
stakeholders and helping achieve optimum
museum and gallery environments. ARUP’s
international projects have ranged from
renovating museums and galleries in
heritage buildings, through to designing new
facilities for collections of all kinds, from
art and ethnography, science and natural
history, to ships and aeroplanes.
Arup is committed to delivering the best and
most sustainable designs for museums and
galleries, ensuring the preservation of their
collections for future generations
ARUP will provide the team with a cross
disciplinary core of skills including qualified
Structural, Mechanical, Electrical, Acoustic,
Civil, Transport Lighting and Sustainability
Engineers.

Atelier Dreiseitl is an award-winning,
sustainable landscape architecture practice.
Atelier Dreiseitl are a multidisciplinary
team specialised in the synthesis of
landscape architecture, art & urban design,
environmental technology and urban
hydrology. 30 years of experience has
created a portfolio of outstanding projects
with high aesthetic and cultural value.

BDA Architecture
AUS - Architects
www.bdaarch.com.au
BDA Architecture is a Architectural Practice
registered in Australia.
BDA are based on the Gold Coast offering
architecture, urban design and interior
design services. BDA is highly experienced
in Residential architecture, Urban Design
and specialises in marinas, waterfront
developments, commercial, mixed-use,
residential and masterplaning on varying
scale projects.
BDA’s role will be to support and
complement the overall team with their
detailed local knowledge and expertise
throughout the project.
Ross McKinnon
AUS - Curator in Charge
Brisbane Botanical Gardens
Ross McKinnon is the Curator-in-Charge of
the Brisbane Botanic Gardens at surburban
Mt Coot-tha. Internationally regarded as
one of the world’s leading sub-tropical
Botanic Gardens they feature significant
plant collections including the world’s largest
representative collection of Australian native
rainforests plants.
In 2012, Ross celebrated forty years service
with the Brisbane Botanic Gardens, the last
thirty years as Curator-in-charge.
Ross McKinnon believes botanic gardens
have a hugely important role in our lives socially, emotionally and medicinally
Ross will provide invaluable expertise and
expert advice on the sub-tropical gardens
component of the scheme. His detailed and
expansive botanical knowledge is essential
to the realisation of the landscape design.

The scope of the practice’s work includes
water sensitive urban design, streetscapes,
masterplans, parks and plazas, and down
to the applied scale of swales, biotopes
and building-integrated rainwater recycling
systems.
Atelier Dreiseitl’s head office in Ueberlingen,
Germany is supported by offices in
Singapore, Beijing, and Portland, USA. Many
innovative projects have been successfully
carried out throughout the world in Europe,
North America, the Middle East and Asia.
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Our exceptional team of design professionals have a
wide range of built project experience in architecture,
urbanism, landscape, engineering, media and art both
in the UK and Internationally.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios have an
international reputation for design quality,
for pioneering environmental expertise and
a radical architectural approach. We are
proud to have won the 2008 Stirling Prize
for Accordia, a scheme which is widely
regarded as setting a new benchmark for
housing in the UK. As well as residential
we have long experience in designing for
education, urban design & masterplanning,
places for art and the creative reuse of
historic buildings.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios has been
at the forefront of the development of
environmental architecture and sustainable
design for over a quarter of a century. The
practice is a world leader in the field and
the only UK practice to have the Queens
Award for Sustainability. The practice is
collaborative by nature and we are working
with partner architects to deliver major
schemes in Vancouver, Northern Ireland
China and Singapore amongst others.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios are
working with Martha Schwartz Partnership,
ARUP UK and Charcoal Blue on one of
the world’s largest cultural quarters on the
South Bank of the River Thames in London.
Known as Southbank Centre, this arts and
culture venue is an internationally-renowned
creative environment which offers classical
music, dance, poetry and visual arts for
all. The adjacent National Theatre, British
Film Institute, Tate Modern and the wider
public realm together create the largest
concentration of cultural facilities in Europe.

The Southbank Centre’s vision is to
draw everyone possible to the site and
to captivate them through a unique arts
programme and a warm welcome. This
programme is offered through a range of
venues including the renowned Hayward
Gallery and Queen Elizabeth Hall. The
work is eclectic and includes high-end
international classical musicians, local
schools, community hip-hop dancers
rehearsing for free in the foyers and
blockbuster art shows. The dedicated
cultural spaces will offer an increased artistic
programme while the external spaces and
public foyers will provide more spaces
for free cultural events, green spaces for
relaxing in rooftop gardens and meandering
along the riverside.
In addition to upgrading of existing cultural
spaces we are delivering dramatic new
public spaces both inside and around
the building, redefining the setting of the
building and its relationship with the river
and the city. The aim is to transform the
complex and deliver flexible cultural and
social spaces for the Southbank Centre’s
successful festival programme across many
different art forms.
The Southbank Centre requires buildings
and spaces that are open, flexible and
engaging. Our approach is aimed at helping
them to meet their changing mission and
audiences within a very challenging set of
architectural, urban and financial constraints.

Recently Martha Schwartz Partnership
completed TheGrand Canal Square
in Dublin, Ireland for Dublin Docklands
Development Corporation. Facing out
toward Grand Canal, the Square is flanked
by Daniel Libeskind’s prominent new theatre
and entertainment building. In this setting
MSP created a public space that offers
colour and dynamism to Dublin’s open
spaces.
In Mesa Arizona Martha Schwartz
Partnership have delivered an integrated
landscape scheme for the city’s Arts &
Entertainment Centre. Across a 12 acre site
a series of grand promenades and shadow
walks connect architecture and landscape
to create an urban oasis connecting arts,
landscape and local community.
Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios have been
the architects to the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park since 1988. Reinventing the YSP
involved a series of dramatic proposals
to reunite and restore the historic Bretton
estate, including a new entrance road
and car park, a landscape masterplan
and new footpath infrastructure – in
addition to the new visitor centre. A new
underground gallery followed in December
2004. By developing a strong working
relationship with the client we were able
to accommodate the internal and external
programme and functions required.

Charcoal Blue are the choice for many of
the country’s leading architects and theatre
companies as theatre consultants.
Their portfolio ranges from world-famous
companies like the Royal Shakespeare
Company, the Royal National Theatre and
Glyndebourne Festival Opera, to cuttingedge outfits such as Siobhan Davies
Dance and Graeae.
Working with Charcoal Blue, Peter
Wilson’s expertise results from over
four decades of experience as an arts
professional; first as an art conservator,
then as a museum collections manager
responsible for exhibitions and finally as the
client for a series of arts buildings.
As a professional client he has been
responsible for two of Britain’s most
successful arts projects – London’s
internationally renowned museum of
modern art, Tate Modern and the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford-UponAvon.
Peter has acted as technical advisor
on a number of galleries including the
Queensland Art Gallery and MAXII in
Rome.
As a multidisciplinary engineering firm
ARUP have worked on a multitude of
arts and culture project most notably in
collaboration with Antony Gormley on
“Angle of the North” in Gateshead UK &
“Inside Australia” Lake Ballard in Western
Australia.

ARUP’s International presence has allowed
them to deliver some of the UK and the
world’s most iconic schemes. In London the
practice has been involved in the delivery
of Tate Modern the city’s most popular arts
destination and key driver in the cultural
generation of the south bank.
The British Museum and the Royal
Opera House have both enjoyed extensive
refurbishment and new build regeneration
with ARUP and have been enhanced as
cultural facilities and key visitor attractions in
the city.
Melbourne’s Federation Square Arts
Complex encompasses the National Gallery
of Victoria’s Ian Potter Centre, which houses
Australian and indigenous art. ARUP
provided an integrated fire strategy for the
scheme in addition to creating significant
cost savings on structure and programme
through its engineering appointment and
was also involved in the city’s Recital
Centre. The practice has also worked on
the strategic vision for the Walsh Bay Arts
Precinct in Sydney, NSW.
Atelier Dreiseitl is a multidisciplinary
practice specialised in integrating art, urban
hydrology, environmental engineering and
landscape architecture within an urban
context. With a particular focus on water,
the practice’s work includes integrated
sustainable and stormwater design for
urban parks, urban plazas, water features,
swimming pools, water playgrounds,

external and internal water features and
housing developments from master planning
through to construction supervision.
At Potsdamer Platz in Berlin the practice
created a dramatic sequence of urban
spaces in a dense new development of
commercial, retail and arts venues. As
the heart of the city’s new visitor focus
Postdamer Platz’s waterscapes establish
places for people which form part of
a holistic water management system
connecting building rainwater recycling with
water attenuation landscape lakes.
BDA’s design studio has extensive
experience over a range of design
typologies. BDA achieve simplicity of
concept through a process of investigation,
experimentation, collaboration and
consultation.
BDA has led urban design and architectural
projects throughout the east coast of
Australia, including northern & southern
central New South Wales, southern Victoria
and northern Queensland. The practice is
also currently involved in overseas design
work, in China, New Zealand, Malaysia and
Taiwan.
Together the collective experience of the
team assembled provides all the indepth
and specialist knowledge required to
develop and succesfully deliver the Gold
Coast Cultural Precinct Project from
inception to finish.
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The Gold Coast Cultural Precinct is a
celebration of the rich culture of Queensland
which unites intense landscapes, stunning
tropical vegetation, the thrill of waterfalls
and the animation of art and culture. It is a
place of fantasy, inspiration and relaxation.
Evandale lies on the flood plain between the Pacific Ocean and
the Mountains: water and rock, the two most powerful features of
Queensland. The distinctive topography of places like Lawn Hill or
Mount Olga with ravines, peaks, domes and caves all hewn from the
earth, draw us curious humans to explore and discover.
In turn, humans respond to awe-inspiring landscape by building
significant landmarks of spiritual or cultural stories. The new
landscape and buildings for the Artscape, the Living Arts Centre
and the New Arts Museum represent a universal totem linking
nature to art, raw landscape to craft and culture. Totems like this
exist throughout the world: temples placed high on a hill in Beijing’s
Temple Gardens, the distinctive skyline of New York harbour, the
ancient presence of the Acropolis.

Mountain to Mountain

The Journey

The new “mountain” of spaces builds onto
the existing theatre to create a new vertical
adventure. The mountain represents a
massive volume that has been eroded and
split by water to create two distinctive routes
and axes. The two halves of the building are
both connected and separated by a central
“gorge” that runs from the approach off
Bundall Road through to the river and gives
views back to the city skyline and the coast.

All cultures have their traditions of
storytelling and in Queensland fantastical
tales abound of how both people and
landscape came into being. Traditional
creation myths celebrate a deeply-felt bond
between landscape and people: as we travel
through the land both we and it come into
being, one cannot exist without the other.

The two principal volumes on either
side of the gorge climb up from low level
terracing and have distinctive characters
and functions. The northern “yang” side
wraps the existing, refurbished theatre with
additional black box spaces, providing dark
cave-like rooms buffered against the sun.
The southern “yin” volumes provide shaded
daylit spaces for the principal collection and
gallery spaces as well as learning and studio
spaces at higher levels.

This mountain of art and culture is inspired
by this idea of a journey which connects
you to a constellation of visual and sensory
experiences. Arriving at the Artspace – by
boat, by bridge, by car, by bike, you are
drawn across the low lying terraces, into the
two fissures which give views to the coast
and the hinterland. You will encounter wet
prairie, sub-tropical forests, botanic terraces,
fruit tree groves, vertical tropical gardens
wrapping the artworks and culture within.
Entering the Gorge with its waterfalls and the
verdant internal environment you will arrive
at the main theatre and living arts venues
in the sheer faces and craggy overhangs.
Cooled by the microclimate created by the
internal lush landscape these spaces will be
perfect for retail, collections and storage.

From the theatre you climb up the crags
and caves to cross the gorge, uncovering
a series of gallery spaces, each with their
own distinct landscaped terrace leading to a
reference library, the community gallery, art
studios, and collections galleries.
If the meander makes you impatient to reach
the top here is a lift which shoots directly up
to the Great Hall which celebrates the best of
contemporary art.
Here on the summit you have stunning
panoramic views of coast and mountain.
Standing on top of the world at the Gold
Coast creates that powerful connection
between water and mountain.
The journey back down is no less thrilling down through the vertical tropical gardens
to the outdoor amphitheatre or into the
linked aquatic gardens. Spend the evening
watching the sun set over the city while
enjoying an evening performance or a late
night drink at the lake.
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Wet Prairie
Riverside Park
Aquatic Gardens
Sub-Tropical Forest

Botanic Terraces

Vertical Tropical Forest

Palm Grove

Outdoor Performance

Civic Plaza

Fruit Tree Grove

Marsh
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The building works with
the environment to create
internal and external spaces
that can be accomodated
and enjoyed year round.
Some of the spaces, in particular the gallery
and storage spaces will require close
environmental control that will never be
achieved by passive means alone.
However, for many spaces the opportunity for
the building to create passive micro climates
is considerable.
The concept of layering program spaces (and
therefore the spaces in between) horizontally
and vertically and bringing the landscape
through and around the building fabric
maximises passive micro climate creation.
Horizontally this makes spaces that can be
shaded and channel the natural on and off
shore breezes which combined with water
features will enhance the qualitative quality
of the environment. By creating tall vertical
space natural “wind catcher” (Badgir) effects
can be exploited.
The layering allows the creation of transition
spaces between those needing close
environmental controls.

Gorge
Car Park

G

1

2

Main theatre

3

Living Arts Centre - Live venue / cinema
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New Art Museum - Gallery Spaces

The Great Hall

6

Retail / Food

Storage/ Delivery/ Admin

Parking
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